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The Chlorobiales are anoxygenic phototrophs that produce solid, extracellular elemental sulfur

globules as an intermediate step in the oxidation of sulfide to sulfate. These organisms must

export sulfur while preventing cell encrustation during S0 globule formation; during globule

degradation they must find and mobilize the sulfur for intracellular oxidation to sulfate. To

understand how the Chlorobiales address these challenges, we characterized the spatial

relationships and physical dynamics of Chlorobaculum tepidum cells and S0 globules by light

and electron microscopy. Cba. tepidum commonly formed globules at a distance from cells.

Soluble polysulfides detected during globule production may allow for remote nucleation of

globules. Polysulfides were also detected during globule degradation, probably produced as an

intermediate of sulfur oxidation by attached cells. Polysulfides could feed unattached cells, which

made up over 80% of the population and had comparable growth rates to attached cells. Given

that S0 is formed remotely from cells, there is a question as to how cells are able to move toward

S0 in order to attach. Time-lapse microscopy shows that Cba. tepidum is in fact capable of

twitching motility, a finding supported by the presence of genes encoding type IV pili. Our results

show how Cba. tepidum is able to avoid mineral encrustation and benefit from globule

degradation even when not attached. In the environment, Cba. tepidum may also benefit from

soluble sulfur species produced by other sulfur-oxidizing or sulfur-reducing bacteria as these

organisms interact with its biogenic S0 globules.

INTRODUCTION

Solid elemental sulfur (S0) is an intermediate in the
microbial oxidation of sulfide or thiosulfate to sulfate.
Some sulfur-oxidizing bacteria (SOB) are able to both
produce and degrade globular S0, often as a required
intermediate step in the complete oxidation of sulfide to
sulfate. The SOB are physiologically and phylogenetically
diverse (Friedrich et al., 2001; Gregersen et al., 2011), and
as a result, so are the ways and means of sulfur globule

production and degradation. One of the most significant
variations in SOB is where sulfur globules are deposited:
intracellularly or extracellularly (Dahl & Prange, 2006).
The green sulfur bacterium (GSB) Chlorobaculum
tepidum, the model organism of the Chlorobiales, produ-
ces and degrades extracellular S0 globules (Chan et al.,
2008c; Overmann & Garcia-Pichel, 2013). Because Cba.
tepidum and other Chlorobiales deposit S0 globules extra-
cellularly, several obstacles must be overcome in both
production and degradation stages of globule metabolism.
Despite the fundamental nature of these obstacles, little is
understood about the spatial relationships and interac-
tions between Cba. tepidum and S0 globules.

In the production of globules, sulfide is oxidized in the
periplasm of these Gram-negative bacteria to S0 and must

Abbreviations: cryoSEM, cryo-scanning electron microscopy; GSB,
green sulfur bacteria; SOB, sulfur-oxidizing bacterium.

Four supplementary videos and four supplementary figures are available
with the online Supplementary Material.
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be exported outside of the cell through some mechanism
(Gregersen et al., 2011; Hanson et al., 2015). This mecha-
nism should also prevent the encrustation of cells by the
mineral. For iron-oxidizing microbes, strategies evolved to
avoid encrustation include the formation of extracellular
structures (Chan et al., 2011), cell surface tuning (Saini &
Chan, 2013) and changing cellular microenvironments
(Hegler et al., 2010). These strategies work to direct min-
eral formation away from the cell surface, allowing cells to
avoid complete entombment. In contrast to Fe-oxidizing
microbes, strategies used by SOB to avoid encrustation are
currently unknown.

Once sulfide has been depleted, Cba. tepidum will begin to
oxidize S0. How S0 in extracellular globules is accessed by
cells is not well understood. However, two general mecha-
nisms have been proposed: direct contact and at-a-distance
degradation (Chan et al., 2008a; Lloyd, 2003). Direct con-
tact requires physical contact between the surface of the cell
or cellular appendages (e.g. pili). This is analogous to the
metal-reducing mechanisms of Shewanella putrefaciens MR-
1, where outer membrane cytochromes are implicated in
the direct-contact reduction of Mn(IV) and Fe(III) (Beliaev
& Saffarini, 1998; Myers & Myers, 1992; Shi et al., 2009).
At-a-distance mechanisms require the excretion of reducing
substances or electron carriers that can act on solid sub-
strates some distance from the cell. In the Fe-reducer Geo-
bacter sulfurreducens, dissolved cytochromes can shuttle
electrons to less accessible electron acceptors such as Fe(III)
oxides (Lloyd et al., 1999). In other Fe-reducing bacteria,
humic substances, flavins and anthraquinone-2,6-disulfo-
nate can also serve as electron shuttles (Fuller et al., 2014;
Gralnick & Newman, 2007; Lovley et al., 1996; Marsili et al.,
2008).

Studies of other SOB have suggested a direct contact
mechanism for insoluble sulfur degradation. Allochroma-
tium vinosum, a purple sulfur bacterium, requires attach-
ment to use exogenously provided solid sulfur substrates
(Franz et al., 2007). In addition, Mangold et al. (2011)
suggest that unattached cells of Acidithiobacillus caldus, a
chemotrophic sulfur oxidizer, are starved compared with
cells attached to biologically produced S0 particles. Within
the GSB, Chlorobaculum parvum has also been shown to
require contact with elemental sulfur in order to utilize it
(Don�a, 2011).

Recently, we reported the ability of Cba. tepidum to grow
on biogenic S0 globules as the sole photosynthetic electron
donor and demonstrated that cellular attachment was
required for growth on S0 (Hanson et al., 2015). Building
on those methods and results, here we use time-lapse light
microscopy and electron microscopy to characterize the
spatial relationships and attachment dynamics of Cba. tep-
idum cells and S0 globules during both globule production
and degradation. We show that attachment of cells and sul-
fur globules is dynamic and largely transient. These obser-
vations are in contrast to reports of mostly attached
globules that were referred to as ‘functionally intracellular’

in some other Chlorobiales (Then & Trüper, 1984; Trüper
& Genovese, 1968; van Gemerden, 1986). We propose a
model of sulfur globule production and degradation in
Cba. tepidum that includes a combination of both direct
contact and remote mechanisms to explain our results.
This model can account for the growth of attached and
unattached cells, and the production and degradation of
both attached and unattached sulfur globules.

METHODS

Cba. tepidum cultures. Cba. tepidum strain WT2321 was used in all
cultures and grown in either Pf-7 medium (Chan et al., 2008c) or
sulfur-free Pf-7 medium where thiosulfate and sulfide were initially
omitted and individual tubes were amended with 2.5mM sulfide prior
to inoculation. All culture media were buffered to pH 6.9–7.0 with
10mM Bis-Tris-propane. Standard growth conditions were 47

�

C and
20 µmol photons m�2 s�1 from GE incandescent bulbs, as measured
with a light meter equipped with a quantum PAR sensor (LI-COR).
Primary cultures from cryo-stocks were grown under these conditions
for 40–48h, and then used to inoculate secondary cultures used in time-
lapse imaging or electron microscopy.

Time-lapse light microscopy. Live cultures of Cba. tepidum were
loaded into borosilicate rectangular capillary tubes (VitroCom).
Capillaries were then sealed at both ends with epoxy and mounted on
a glass slide for viewing on a Zeiss AxioImager Z1 light microscope.
The microscope stage was fitted with a heated glass plate (Tokai Hit)
set to 47

�

C. An objective lens heater (Tokai Hit) set to 37
�

C was used
on a �40 EC Plan NeoFluar lens with a numerical aperture of 0.75
and resolution of 0.45 µm (Zeiss). A shield was placed around the
microscope to minimize thermal drift. Light was provided at approxi-
mately 20 µmol photons m�2 s�1 from GE incandescent bulbs over
the course of the time-lapse experiments. Light flux was measured as
described above. All time-lapse imaging was done under phase con-
trast at �400 total magnification with a Zeiss Axiocam Mrm camera,
and AxioVision software was used to capture images every minute for
hour-long experiments.

The effect of light on cell motion was tested by incubations without a
light source except the brief illumination used only during imaging
(76 ms per image). The effect of cell viability on motion was tested by
fixing cells with 2.5% glutaraldehyde prior to capillary loading, with
illumination as described above.

Image analysis. Time-lapse microscopy images were analysed in Fiji
(Schindelin et al., 2012) and Volocity software (PerkinElmer). Cells
and sulfur were separated via image thresholding for counts and
interaction analyses. Automated counts were compared against man-
ual counts to confirm reliability of the thresholding method for anal-
ysis. Fiji was also used to construct time-lapse montages. Brightness
and contrast of micrographs were adjusted for clarity. The 2D Parti-
cle Distribution plugin from the BioVoxxel suite was used to deter-
mine the spatial relationships between sulfur globules (Brocher,
2015). This plugin determines if particles distributed on a 2D plane
are likely to be randomly distributed, self-avoiding or clustered. Near-
est neighbour distances were calculated for each particle and com-
pared against the theoretical nearest neighbour distance. The median
nearest neighbour distance was statistically compared with the theo-
retical one using an F-test and then evaluated with a Welch’s t-test.
The plugin uses statistical hypothesis tests to determine if the esti-
mated interaction is significant. Cell movement was tracked in time-
lapse movies using the Manual Tracking plugin in Fiji. Movie images
were aligned and individual cells were tracked every 10min through-
out the course of the time-lapse.
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Cryo-scanning electron microscopy and transmission electron

microscopy. Samples were prepared for cryo-scanning electron
microscopy (cryoSEM) either on filters or on ACLAR (Honeywell/Allied
Signal), a fluoropolymer film. Filtered samples were prepared by care-

fully pipetting culture onto 0.2 µm pore size polycarbonate filters (Milli-

pore) and gently washed with deionized water. For ACLAR samples,
strips of ACLAR were autoclaved and added to tubes, which were then

filled with S-free Pf7 medium in an anaerobic chamber. Tubes were
then stoppered and sealed, followed by headspace exchange and pressur-

ization to 10 p.s.i. (~69 kPa) with 5% CO2 + 95% N2 gas passed

through heated copper. At least 24 h prior to inoculation, ACLAR tubes
were amended with 2.5mM sulfide. ACLAR tubes were then inoculated,

with care taken to inject inoculum over the ACLAR strip. Tubes were

incubated as described above, but secured horizontally in the water
bath. Following incubation, the ACLAR strip was removed and cut to

size for imaging. Samples were mounted onto specimen holders with
Tissue Freezing Medium (Electron Microscopy Sciences).

Samples were plunged into liquid nitrogen slush and transfered under

vacuum to the Gatan Alto 2500 cryo chamber at a temperature of
�120

�

C. Samples were then sublimated for 10min at �90
�

C followed

by cooling to �120
�

C. A thin layer of gold–palladium was sputtered
onto the samples. The samples were then transferred into a Hitachi

S-4700 field-emission scanning electron microscope for imaging.

For transmission electron microscopy imaging, formvar/carbon-coated

400 mesh copper grids were glow discharged with a Pelco easiGlow sys-

tem to render the surface hydrophilic. The grid was then floated on a
drop of sample for several seconds, washed on four drops of filtered

deionized water and then negatively stained with 2% aqueous uranyl

acetate. Samples were imaged on a Zeiss Libra 120 transmission electron
microscope equipped with a Gatan Ultrascan 1000 CCD camera.

Reduced sulfur compound analysis by HPLC. Cultures were
grown in sulfur-free Pf-7 medium with either 2.1mM sulfide or 9.1mM

biogenic S0 [purified as described by Hanson et al. (2015)] as the sole
electron donor. Samples for analysis were taken during the exponential

growth phase before the electron donor was exhausted. Cells and glob-
ules were removed by centrifugation (16 400 g, 2min) and a sample of

the supernatant was immediately used for bimane derivatization follow-

ing previously described methods (Chan et al., 2008c). This method can

quantify thiosulfate, sulfite and sulfide at concentrations >1µM. Poly-

sulfides are detected by this method, but cannot be accurately quantified

(Rethmeier et al., 1997). The polysulfide standard was prepared by add-

ing an anoxic sulfide solution to solid S8 (2 : 1 molar ratio of S8/sulfide)

in a sealed tube under an atmosphere of 5% CO2 + 95% N2.

RESULTS

Motility in Cba. tepidum results in dynamic

interactions with S0 globules

We used time-lapse light microscopy of live Cba. tepidum cul-
tures to determine how the spatial relationships of Cba. tep-
idum cells and S0 globules changed over time. The attachment
of cells to S0 globules was dynamic, with attached cells fre-
quently detaching and reattaching, sometimes tomultiple glob-
ules. As a result, some globules within the population were
observed to be free from cells for over six consecutive hours
during both production and degradation stages. Multiple cells
would also attach to a single globule, with some remaining
attached over time, and others attaching to the globule for only
several minutes. Considering the consistent observations of
attachment and detachment of cells to S0 globules and move-
ment between different globules, we questioned how amicrobe
that is considered non-motile could cover distances of tens of
micrometres. Cells tracked in live, illuminated cultures moved
an average total distance of 26 µm and an average net distance
of 7 µm (Fig. 1a, Video S1, available in the online Supplemen-
tary Material) over 6.5 h. To rule out Brownian motion as the
primary cause of cellular motion, we performed equivalent
time-lapse experiments on live cells in the dark, as well as glu-
taraldehyde-killed cells in light, at 47

�

C; in both cases, cells
showed no net movement (Fig. 1b, c; Videos S2 and S3). These
results clearly demonstrate thatCba. tepidum is motile.

(a)

Live
light

Live
dark

Dead
light

10µm

(b) (c)

Fig. 1. Cell movement paths for (a) an illuminated, live culture (Video S1); (b) a live culture in the dark (Video S2); and (c) an
illuminated, glutaraldehyde-killed culture (Video S3). Cell paths were tracked for the duration of the time-lapse (6 h 40min, 10
h and 10 h, respectively), and overlaid on the final frame of the time-lapse (line represents the path, dot represents final posi-

tion). Nearly all cells in the illuminated, live culture moved; the few cells that did not appear to move were attached to globules,
which remained in fixed positions. Cell paths in killed and dark cultures never exceeded the diameter of the final position marker
(d=1.6 µm). All cultures were heated at 47 �C during imaging.
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To find a genetic basis for the observed cellular movement,
the Cba. tepidum genome was examined for the presence of
genes that might confer motility. A cluster of 18 genes
(CT0425–CT0442) encoding homologues of type IV pilin
subunits, pilus assembly proteins and hypothetical proteins
is present in the Cba. tepidum genome. Type IV pili are
responsible for twitching motility and tight surface adher-
ence (Burrows, 2012; Kachlany et al., 2001). We observed
the presence of structures with similar dimensions to type
IV pili in Cba. tepidum cells using TEM imaging (Fig. 2).
Twitching motility is driven by ATPases that polymerize
and depolymerize pilin subunits. Polymerization extends
the pilus from the cell, allowing it to attach to a surface,
while depolymerization pulls the cell along the attached
pilus (Maier & Wong, 2015). This cluster contains two can-
didate ATPases involved in protein secretion (CT0433 and
CT0434) along with orthologues of subunits required for
type IV pilus assembly (CT0435 and CT0436). The annota-
tion for gene CT0437 notes that it contains an authentic
frameshift mutation. We sequenced CT0437 in our labora-
tory strain of Cba. tepidum; the sequence matched the pub-
lished genome perfectly (data not shown). The amino acid
sequence derived from CT0437 is homologous to the type
IV leader peptidase superfamily (peptidase A24,
pfam01478), which is involved in the maturation of pilin
subunits in diverse organisms (Berry & Pelicic, 2015).
Because the frameshift mutation leaves the peptidase gene
product largely intact, we expect the gene cluster to be suffi-
cient for the motility we observe in Cba. tepidum.

S0 globule nucleation and growth can occur at a

distance from cells

We tracked the formation of globules in the production
stage using time-lapse phase contrast light microscopy
(Fig. 3). S0 globules first became visible within the first
30min of illuminated incubation, upon reaching approxi-
mately 0.5 µm in diameter, just over the 0.45 µm resolution
of the lens used for imaging, and appeared phase-dark at
this size. No new globules became visible after this point
and the existing globules increased in apparent diameter. S0

globules transitioned to phase-bright once they exceeded
1 µm in diameter.

Globules became visible and grew in size at a distance from
cells, in some cases without any contact by cells throughout
the entire production stage (Fig. 3, Video S1). Over 50% of
globules received only transient cell contact throughout the
lifetime of the globule. The largest distance observed
between a newly formed globule and a cell was approxi-
mately 8 µm, with typical distances closer to 4 µm (Fig. S1).
In rare cases, globules became visible and grew with cells
attached for much of the production stage. Growth rates
were similar for globules always in cell contact versus those
never in cell contact (Fig. S2) and globule growth rates did
not depend on the number of cells in close proximity (Fig.
S3). However, because total globule growth was similar to

the imaging resolution (0.45 µm), no statistical evaluation
could be made.

Cells outnumbered S0 globules for the duration of the
time-lapse experiment. The ratio of cells to globules in the
production stage was 1.5–2.5, increasing in that range over
time as cells divided, but no new globules formed. The
spatial distribution of globules in the time-lapse field of
view was non-random and clustered (P<0.001) based on
the median nearest neighbour distance compared with a
theoretical random distribution. In addition, the distribu-
tion of globules and cells in relation to one another was
non-random (P<0.001) and suggests that globules form
near cells. Using HPLC analysis of bimane-derivatized
supernatants of S0-producing cultures (Rethmeier et al.,
1997), we observed two soluble thiol-containing com-
pounds that exhibited retention times identical to those of
polysulfides in a standard (Fig. 4a); these appeared to tran-
siently accumulate during S0 production (Fig. S4A). Taken
together, these observations suggest that cells contribute to
a pool of dissolved forms of sulfur from which a set of
globules nucleate in the very early stages of sulfide oxida-
tion and continue to grow by accretion.

Attachment of some cells to S0 globules is

required for globule degradation

During S0 globule degradation, fewer than 20% of cells
were attached to S0 globules at any one time, which agreed
with previous measurements of Cba. tepidum cultures
(Hanson et al., 2015). In theory, there could be globules
smaller than the 0.45 µm resolution limit; however, we have
never observed small S0 globules in cryoSEM images of S0-
degrading cultures. Cells grew and divided during S0 glob-
ule degradation whether they were attached to S0 globules
or not (Fig. 5, Video S4). S0 globules were degraded while
in contact with cells. Unexpectedly, we also observed S0

globules that were degraded without any contact from cells
over the duration of the degradation stage (Fig. 5).

We compared the rates of elongation for cells both attached
and unattached to sulfur globules and found that there was
no difference between the two populations. However, there
was a weak, but statistically significant, positive relationship
between cell elongation rate and globule proximity
(R2=0.338, P=0.047) (Fig. 5). Doubling times were calcu-
lated from the cells that could be tracked from division as a
daughter cell to a second division as a parent cell. Doubling
times ranged from 2.5 to 3.2 h for both attached and unat-
tached cells, comparable with the 2.1–2.3 h doubling times
observed in batch cultures of Cba. tepidum (Chan et al.,
2008b; Morgan-Kiss et al., 2009; Wahlund et al., 1991).

To understand how unattached cells were able to grow, we
looked for soluble sulfur intermediates in Cba. tepidum cul-
tures that could feed unattached cells during the S0 globule
degradation stage (Truper & Fischer, 1982; Van Gemerden,
1984). Within the culture supernatants, we detected an
HPLC peak corresponding to polysulfide (Fig. 4b). This
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peak increased during S0 degradation relative to controls
(cells in sulfur-free medium and uninoculated medium
with S0), from 0 to 30 h (Fig. S4B, C).

S0 globule morphology over time

S0 globules appeared smooth and round during the globule
production stage, as observed by cryoSEM. Some S0 glob-
ules in contact with cells deformed slightly, suggesting

possible attraction between the cell and globule, while S0

globules not in contact with cells remained roughly spheri-

cal (Fig. 6a, b). This may reflect the pliability and ‘liquid’-

like properties of early-stage S0 globules. The attachment

point between cells and globules frequently occurred on the

poles of the cell.

S0 globule morphology was observed in cultures of wild-type
Cba. tepidum grown on purified biogenic S0 as the sole

(a)

(b)

100 nm

CT0423 modC

Flp-fap pilin/Pila

Pilin subunits

Tad pilus assembly/type II secretion system

* Annotated frameshift in gene Homologue

Hypothetical protein
Transposase_must superfamily Predicted function not motility

PMT2 superfamily
homologues

Fig. 2. (a) TEM micrograph of a Cba. tepidum cell with pili (black arrowheads). (b) Annotated genomic region of Cba. tepidum

that encodes four type IV pilin subunits and assembly machinery. Shading indicates gene product function as noted in the key.

Genes with annotated frame shifts are noted with asterisks and those that display significant primary amino acid sequence sim-
ilarity are indicated by joined arrows.

90 min 150 min 210 min 270 min 330 min

5 µm 

Fig. 3. Time-lapse montage of S0 globules (white arrowheads) growing without contact from cells (black arrowheads). A

fourth S0 globule is in view, but receives transient cell contact (white arrows). While the montage is shown at 25 min intervals,
images were taken at 1 min intervals and no contact was observed for the duration of the montage. The full movie is available
as Video S1.
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fide standard and a sulfur-free PF-7 medium blank are overlaid for comparison. The presence of polysulfide-1 and polysulfide-

2 peaks are evident for the S0-producing culture, while the presence of only one peak with a retention time similar to polysul-
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Fig. 5. (a) Time-lapse montage of S0 globule degradation. White arrowheads show the degradation of a globule without cell
contact; black arrowheads show the degradation of a globule always in contact with a cell. White arrows show an unattached

cell growing, and then dividing at 470 min. These observations are observed throughout the 1 min interval time-lapse experi-
ment. The full movie is available in Video S4. (b) Average rate of cell elongation in micrometres per hour for cells unattached
and attached to S0 globules. Cells were measured starting at 240 min of growth. Measurements were taken every 5 min until

the experiment concluded at 565 min of growth; n=6 per condition. (c) Relationship between the number of S0 globules within
a 10 µm radius of a cell and the rate of that cell’s elongation. Data points include both attached and unattached cells.
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electron donor [described by Hanson et al. (2015)]. Partially
degraded S0 globules in these cultures were markedly differ-
ent from globules observed during formation. Degradation
presented as a corrosion-like morphology, with shallow and
deep pits in the globule surface (Fig. 6c). This morphology
highlights the fact that the apparent diameter of globules in
phase contrast microscopy may not represent the true vol-
ume and morphology of S0 globules, particularly in the deg-
radation stage. When cells were observed in association with
degraded globules, the size of the pits was smaller than the
attached surface of the cell. This suggests that such degrada-
tion is not a result of burrowing cells. The pits are often regu-
larly distributed across the globule surface and do not appear
concentrated at the location of attached cells. This suggests
previous, transient contact by cells, and/or degradation of S0

globules by a dissolved phase.

DISCUSSION

By characterizing the spatial relationships and physical
dynamics of Cba. tepidum–S0 globule interactions, we have
been able to constrain themechanisms of globule production
and degradation. We found that Cba. tepidum deposits and
dissolves S0 globules effectively both with contact and at a
distance. The discovery of twitching motility partially
explains how Cba. tepidum accesses extracellularly deposited
S0 globules. The observations of S0 globule growth and deg-
radation at a distance from cells can be explained by the poly-
sulfides we observed in culture supernatants. Polysulfides
have long been suggested to play a role in the production and
degradation of S0 globules (Brune, 1995; Franz et al., 2009;
Truper & Fischer, 1982; van Gemerden, 1984; Visscher &
van Gemerden, 1988). To our knowledge, this paper pro-
vides the first evidence for the presence of polysulfides in
Cba. tepidum S0-producing and S0-degrading cultures. Our
observations support the hypothesis that polysulfides are key
intermediates of both S0 globule formation and degradation,
which enables Cba. tepidum to overcome the challenges of
mineral production and degradation.

An updated model of S0 globule production and

degradation in Cba. tepidum

Based on our findings, we have developed an updated model
of S0 globule production and degradation by Cba.
tepidum (Fig. 7). In this model, Cba. tepidum cells oxidize
sulfide to polysulfides, which diffuse into the surrounding
medium. Chains of sulfur, for example polysulfides and
organic polysulfanes, can cyclize (Brune, 1995; Eckert et al.,
2003; Garcia & Druschel, 2014; Kleinjan et al., 2003; Steudel,
2003), consistent with the existence of S8 rings in biogenic S0

globules (George et al., 2008; Pickering et al., 2001; Prange
et al., 2002). The pattern of rapid S0 globule nucleation, fol-
lowed by growth but no new visible globule production, can
be explained by aggregation and Ostwald particle ripening.
S8 rings can quickly aggregate into very small condensed
forms of sulfur (Steudel et al., 1988; Steudel, 1996, 2003),
with a critical nucleus size as low as 30 nm (Chaudhuri &
Paria, 2010). Attraction between these clusters causes further
aggregation (Garcia & Druschel, 2014). In Ostwald ripening,
growth of larger particles occurs at the expense of smaller
particles, due to differences in surface energetics (Gilbert
et al., 2003). These processes have been shown in theoretical
and experimental work to govern abiotic elemental sulfur
particle growth (Garcia & Druschel, 2014).

When sulfide is exhausted, cells switch to S0 globule oxida-
tion. While cells that are attached to globules can degrade
them through direct contact, we have also observed that
unattached cells grow and that many S0 globules shrink in
the absence of any cell contact. These observations require
that soluble compounds participate in S0 degradation by
Cba. tepidum. We suggest that attached cells initiate globule
degradation, producing polysulfides. Polysulfides in the
medium can then carry out several functions: (1) diffuse
into other cells and reach inner membrane Dsr proteins that
are required for S0 utilization by Cba. tepidum (Holkenbrink
et al., 2011), and (2) reductively open S8 rings in S0 globules,
releasing more polysulfides. These functions are consistent
with our observations that unattached cells grow and S0

globules degrade in the absence of any cell contact.

Dissolved intermediates as agents of globule

production and dissolution at a distance

Our observations indicate that nearly all Cba. tepidum cells
were growing and dividing during S0 globule formation and
must be producing a sulfur byproduct. Our detection of
polysulfides suggests that they serve as a soluble intermedi-
ate and direct mineral nucleation and S0 globule growth
away from Cba. tepidum cells. This idea is supported by the
production of fewer S0 globules than cells, suggesting that
multiple cells contribute to the formation of a single glob-
ule. By directing mineral nucleation away from the cell sur-
face, Cba. tepidum is able to avoid encrustation. This is in
contrast to Fe oxidation and biomineralization at neutral
pH, in which Fe oxides are at least initially in direct contact
with cells, such as stalks (Chan et al., 2011). This is
probably because Fe(III) is typically insoluble at neutral pH,

(a) (b)

1 µm 1 µm 1 µm

(c)

Fig. 6. CryoSEM micrographs showing S0 globule texture and
morphology through the production and degradation stages. (a, b)
Production-stage S0 globules and wild-type Cba. tepidum cells

attached. (c) Partially degraded biogenic S0 globule with attached
wild-type Cba. tepidum cells (panel C from Hanson et al., 2015;
reproduced here for comparison with production-stage globules).
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and no soluble intermediate exists to facilitate remote nucle-
ation. In sulfur oxidation, the existence of soluble inter-
mediates allows for remote mineral formation and growth.

Because globules are often formed at a distance from cells,
it is important to consider how exactly the cells are able to
find and/or utilize their sulfur when sulfide is exhausted
and the S0 globule degradation stage begins. Previous work
has shown that Cba. tepidum will not grow on biogenic S0

as a sole electron donor if cells and S0 are separated by a
dialysis membrane, suggesting that direct contact with S0

globules is required for growth (Hanson et al., 2015). With
this requirement, there are significant challenges in finding
and accessing sulfur in the degradation stage.

Our results show that these challenges can be addressed by
a subpopulation oxidizing sulfur at a distance from glob-
ules. It is important to note that globule degradation and
sulfur oxidation may have some overlap, but are not inher-
ently the same process. We hypothesize that attached Cba.
tepidum cells can dissolve S0 through direct contact with
globules and that these attached cells produce soluble inter-
mediates, with polysulfides the most likely candidate based
on our HPLC data. If flavins or other cellular metabolites
could mediate interactions between Cba. tepidum and S0 at
a distance, then dialysis culture should have been successful,
as in the case of other organisms (Fuller et al., 2014; Gral-
nick & Newman, 2007; Lovley et al., 1996; Marsili et al.,
2008). Because Cba. tepidum cannot grow when separated
from S0, a model such as the one shown in Fig 7., involving
both direct contact and remote S0 utilization, is required.

Implications for GSB in the environment

Why would a microbe store S0 globules extracellularly?
Transient attachment suggests that cells and globules are
not well attached to each other, and so this could result in
other microbes pirating Cba. tepidum sulfur. However, if, as
we suggest, attached cells produce soluble intermediates
during S0 globule degradation, presumably other SOB could

do the same and feed unattached Cba. tepidum cells. The S0

globules may also be reduced by sulfur-reducing microbes
to sulfide, which is the preferred electron donor for Cba.
tepidum, thereby creating a closed syntrophic sulfur cycle.
This interaction has been observed between Chlorobium
vibrioforme strain 1930 and Desulfuromonas acetoxidans
(Warthmann et al., 1992). In either case, extracellular stor-
age would not represent a loss, and could in fact be an
advantage, as Cba. tepidum cells would still reap benefits
from the sulfur globules they produced.
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